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the Dead Sea illustrate this. In the early centuries of the Christian Era
Palmyra was a great city as large as modern Damascus, which has a popu-
lation of 150,000. Ancient writers speak with enthusiasm of its sweet
water and beautiful gardens. Its caravans traveled all over western Asia,
and it grew so wealthy that its rich citizens took pride in adorning it with
wonderful colonnades and temples. Today Palmyra is a vast desolate ruin
in the midst of the desert, and harbors only a village of about 1,500 people.
Its water is still derived from the old aqueducts, but instead of being
sweet and abundant, it has a disagreeable odor of sulphur, and is so scanty
that it will irrigate only a few hundred acres of palm trees and gardens.
Petra is even drier than Palmyra—so dry that during most summers
there is no water at all. Nevertheless, at the time of Christ and for a cen-
tury or two thereafter a magnificent city existed here. It was so rich
and populous that its people built beautiful temples and carved a huge
theater, a grand temple, and scores of beautifully ornamented tombs out
of the solid rock. All around Petra, but especially to the north and south
where the eastern highlands of Palestine catch the west winds from the
Mediterranean Sea, there are hundreds of waterless ruins. A502 shows
how numerous they are on the east side of the Dead Sea. Crosses indi-
cate ruins; solid black dots indicate places which are now inhabited.
Northeast of Jerusalem a rectangle about 17 by 14 miles in size (J40 each
way) contains 67 inhabited villages and only 27 ruined sites not now
occupied, as is evident from the little table below the relief map. Only
30 miles to the southeast, on the other side of the Dead Sea, a similar
rectangle contains no inhabited places, although there are 75 ruins. In
the entire area south and east of the winding solid line ruins are about
20 times as numerous as modern villages. Only a very few of these
ruined sites, if any, could now support villages or towns such as once
existed there, The trouble is lack of rain. Practically all the ruins
were occupied by people who got a living by raising wheat and other
crops, but now such a mode of livelihood is out of the question. In
occasional years, to be sure, when cyclonic storms and westerly winds
are especially numerous, these places get enough rain so that they might
be occupied, but this is extremely rare.
During certain centuries in the past such winds and storms were appar-
ently the rule instead of the exception. We infer this not only from the
ruins themselves, but also from an actual weather record kept by Claudius
Ptolemaeus in Alexandria in northern Egypt during the first century of
our era. Of course this ancient scientist had no thermometer or rain
gauge, but he recorded the days of rain, thunderstorms, the direction of
the wind, and other facts. When a famous German meteorologist first
examined the record he thought there must be some mistake about the

